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**ABSTRACT**

The search for the most effective methods of therapy for mental disorders is a priority for modern psychiatry. An approach to the early diagnostics and rehabilitation of patients experiencing psychotic episodes for the first time is proposed in the present article. The proposed approach is based on the combination of drug therapy and acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) characterized by the development of the patient's psychological flexibility, rather than controlling the disease symptoms. The article describes the main processes of the ACT model: acceptance, cognitive defusion, contact with the present moment, understanding of the inner world, awareness of significant values, and the regulation of purposeful behaviour for the implementation of these values. Recommendations for different stages of treatment were also developed by specialists of the First Psychotic Episode Clinic at the Mental-health clinic No.1 named after N.A. Alexeev. The psychological rehabilitation of patients with the use of ACT in the case of psychotic disorders with both negative and positive symptoms was elaborated. The application of acceptance and commitment therapy in the early diagnostics and treatment of patients experiencing a first psychotic episode results in fewer readmissions and improved psychosocial functioning in both inpatient and outpatient care.

**АННОТАЦИЯ**

Поиск наиболее эффективных методов лечения больных с психическими расстройствами имеет приоритетное значение для современной психиатрии. В статье рассматривается подход к ранней диагностике и реабилитации пациентов, впервые переживающих психотический эпизод. В основе него лежит сочетание медикаментозной терапии и психотерапевтического подхода «Терапия принятия и ответственности» (ТПО), отличительной особенностью которого является не борьба с симптомами заболевания, а развитие психологической гибкости пациента. В статье описаны основные мишени психотерапевтической работы в рамках модели ТПО: принятие, когнитивное распутывание, связь с настоящим моментом, понимание внутреннего мира, осознание значимых ценностей и регуляция целенаправленного поведения по реализации этих ценностей. Разработаны также рекомендации для разных этапов лечения в Клинике первого психотического эпизода на базе ГБУЗ «ПКБ № 1...
INTRODUCTION

The first psychotic episode is considered the period with the greatest therapeutic opportunities for various primary psychotic disorders. On the one hand, this group of patients has a higher rehabilitation potential, whilst on the other, they are the most sensitive and vulnerable in terms of stigmatization and self-stigmatization. It is known that such patients often experience difficulties in establishing close contacts with other people, finding employment, and adapting to a team.
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Kashdan and Rottenberg define psychological flexibility as “a wide range of human abilities to recognize and adapt to various situational demands:
• to shift attention or change the behavioral scenario when required for social functioning and personal development;
• to be conscious, open to the inner experience and pursue personally meaningful goals and values through consistent behavior.”

Levin describes psychological flexibility as follows: “instead of direct attempts to change the frequency or intensity of unpleasant experiences (i.e. thoughts, feelings, sensations), the model of psychological flexibility is focused on changing of the people's reaction to the experience itself, breaking the connection between this experience and behavior, and reorienting the existing experience towards value-significant one.”

The main aim of this therapy is to teach the patient to live a rich and meaningful life, accepting the discomfort that inevitably accompanies it. The focus of therapy is always to improve productivity, despite the presence of any symptoms that might cause discomfort.

Unlike other cognitive behavioral approaches, ACT does not aim to remove or reduce the intensity of symptoms. Symptom reduction is often achieved as an additional result rather than as the primary aim of treatment. The development of psychological flexibility, as the main objective of ACT, includes the acquisition of the following skills:
• recognition and adaptation to situational demands
• a shift of mind states or behavioural responses
• maintenance of the balance between relevant values
• the opportunity to be aware, open, and ready to act in accordance with one’s own values.

Several comprehensive treatment guidelines have been developed since the late 1990s that describe how ACT can be used to treat a variety of mental disorders. Treatment with the use of these guidelines has been studied empirically and proven to be effective for a variety of clinical conditions:
• addictions
• depressive and anxiety disorders
• psychotic disorders
• chronic pain
• stress
• eating disorders.

**ACT Techniques for Treatment of the First Psychotic Episode**

Five main processes that are crucial to an individual changing are distinguished within ACT.

**Acceptance**
The acceptance process describes the patient's willingness to allow the internal processes (feelings, emotions, thoughts) to be what they are, without any desire to change or influence them. For example, a patient with auditory hallucinations may begin to react to them (answer, obey the voice, try not to listen to the voice) in an attempt to regulate and control this unpleasant experience. The acceptance process is presented to patients as an alternative to attempts to control the positive symptoms and suggests going through unpleasant thoughts or emotions (listening to voices, observing anxious thoughts) without taking any action.

After termination of the acute psychotic state, patients may also face different painful experiences. Residual psychotic symptoms, post-psychotic depression, shame due to stigmatization, and somatic side effects of medication can all force the patient to use the experiential avoidance strategy (retire into oneself, break social ties, ignore symptoms of the disease, or, on the contrary, focus too much on them, use psychoactive substances, etc.), which only makes the discomfort worse.

The main purpose of the “acceptance” process is to change the patient's attitude towards a particular symptom, rather than an attempt to reduce the intensity of its manifestation. For this purpose, the method of “creative hopelessness” is applied — a psychotherapeutic technique enabling the patient to give up their non-stop attempts to avoid unpleasant sensations and thoughts, and making it possible to withstand painful symptoms.

**Cognitive Defusion**
The term “cognitive fusion” refers to a person's tendency to merge with their thoughts in such a way that they take their content for truth or are immersed in them to such an extent that they are not capable of an alternative perception of the surrounding or inner realities.

An example would be a person's inner voice telling them that they are crazy, dangerous, or uncontrollable. In this case, during the process of cognitive fusion, such a person will attach great importance to the content
of these thoughts and arrange all reactions and behaviour based on them.

Cognitive defusion is a skill enabling a person to detach from the content of thoughts in order to be able to form a variety of mental reactions to what is happening.

There are two categories of cognitive defusion exercises. The first category is distancing and observation of the content of thoughts, enabling a person to avoid delving into the content of thoughts and instead record the circumstances of their appearance (under what circumstances they appear and how often). The second category is aimed at deliteralization of the language (departure from literality of the language) and enables destruction of the processes contributing to cognitive fusion, such as useless investigation of the reasons or meaningless and unnecessary self-assessment.

**Contact with the present moment**

The ability to be “here and now” is a skill that enables the individual to focus attention purposefully on internal and external events at the present moment, without commentary on or evaluation of what is happening. Due to this skill, conditions for contact with thoughts, feelings, and sensations are created, and the reaction to their content is attenuated.

There are special exercises for training the skill of contact with the present moment. A patient is asked to select an object of attention, and make an effort to hold attention on that object for a short period of time. For example, a patient is asked to notice 10–15 objects in the room in order to focus on external sources of information. In order to concentrate on internal processes, a patient is asked to feel five smells and listen to five sounds.

**Self as context**

Behavioural responses often result from the self-concept; a person identifies themselves with the role that they are in. For example, a person with a mental illness might say “I’m crazy.” This statement means that this person fully identifies themselves with the experience of living with the disease and does not remember any good or significant moments in their life when they were not ill.

The aim of acceptance and commitment therapy is to form an observing part of the personality that perceives the inner and outer world separately from one’s thoughts, feelings, memories, physical sensations, and roles of a person. Observing attitude exercises enables the individual to create the experience of safe contact with uncomfortable and unwanted inner feelings.

**Values and actions aimed at implementation of values**

The term “values” means the selected areas of activities defined by a person as significant and important to them. Values determine what a person wants to be, and what kind of life they want to live.

Within the framework of the ACT model, contact with values is one of the most important aspects of psychological flexibility. Patients experiencing a first psychotic episode are going through a painful experience, and can lose their connection with values and waste their resources on coping with these painful feelings. Finally, a patient may believe that their value-oriented behaviour is possible only upon improvement of their condition, which is often impossible due to mental illness implying a certain level of discomfort.

Acceptance and commitment therapy teaches patients to restore their contact with values and to arrange their behavioral in accordance with them, despite the presence of any discomfort.

ACT uses the entire range of behavioural possibilities in working with value-oriented actions:

- planning
- keeping a diary of productive actions
- functional analysis of possible failures
- motivational interventions.

Thus, the six processes listed above are the key components for the development of psychological flexibility in a person suffering from any mental illness.

Researchers suggest that psychological inflexibility is one of the factors reducing the routine functioning ability of people with mental disorders. Studies show that psychological inflexibility is a contributing factor to distress and may be associated with the poor functioning of people with psychotic experiences. ACT considers the problem of distress associated with psychotic experiences as a consequence of psychological inflexibility, when a person goes through a life situation in a limited manner due to continuous and excessive avoidance, too literal an interpretation of their own experience, a failure to understand where to move in life, and/or when the person has surrendered and experiences difficulties in taking any actions with a long-
term perspective. The content of experiences (in the case of hallucinations) or painful inferences (delusions) makes it necessary to avoid or control them, thus increasing the effect of the symptom itself.

In the treatment of psychotic disorders, ACT helps to develop an acceptance technique that patients can apply upon the occurrence of any psychotic experiences, and assists in the development of a specific style of attitude towards uncontrollable events. ACT encourages a person to switch from the repression and control strategy towards the achievement of contact with their feelings and experiences. As far as coping with psychotic symptoms is concerned, ACT encourages a patient to direct their behaviour to their own chosen values instead of merging with painful experiences, even if painful feelings remain.

Thus, the purpose of the application of ACT is not to confront painful thoughts or sensations, but rather to teach the skills of acceptance, keeping in touch with the present moment, and understanding unwanted symptoms and manifestations as a part of life and not the reason to pause all life in order to fight them.³⁴

ACT EFFICIENCY EVIDENCE

The effect of ACT on patient readmission was investigated during an early study.³⁵ The application of ACT resulted in a 50% increase in the intervals between hospitalizations (22 days longer) in comparison with the treatment as usual group (drug therapy and psychoeducation). A later study performed by Gaudiano and Herbert in 2006 showed an improvement of only 38%.³⁶ In order to eliminate bias, the researchers additionally tested the participants involved in the study, which showed that the group of patients receiving ACT included patients with both high and low rehospitalization rates.³⁶

In addition, 50% of the patients receiving ACT significantly improved their Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS) scores, compared to 7% in the control group.³⁵ Similar results were obtained in an early study conducted in 2013.³⁷

Recent retrospective studies have added supplementary data to these results. Tyrberg et al. used the rehospitalization rates within four months of discharge as the main criterion for their efficiency assessment. They also found that patients receiving ACT in addition to the basic treatment demonstrated a reduction in rehospitalization rates. Drug therapy persistence and the influence of this factor on treatment outcomes were also investigated. There were no significant differences between the groups, indicating that a higher persistence level did not explain the reduction in the readmission rates.³⁸

Two studies were devoted to a review of patients’ self-reports on the degree of belief in the content of positive symptoms.³⁵,³⁶ Only one of them confirmed a significant decrease in confidence with regard to the veracity of the content of these symptoms after treatment.³⁶ In addition, according to the study by Gaudiano and Herbert,³⁵ distress was also considerably reduced after ACT, but this change was not significant according to the study by Bach and Hayes.³⁶ The frequency of symptom reporting was measured and was considerably higher in the group of patients receiving ACT.³⁶ The authors note that this is expected within the framework of the ACT model, since this approach normalizes the psychotic experience while the traditional view towards the treatment of schizophrenia spectrum disorders interprets such phenomena as a sign of deterioration or even disease recurrence. The researchers point out the fact that the number of symptoms most likely remains the same, but due to the normalization of the psychotic experience and the activities to reduce its avoidance, it becomes easier for patients to track the symptoms without fear of reporting them, thus helping to increase treatment persistence and to prevent recurrence. More recent studies using data consolidated from the previous ones have shown that the degree of belief in the content of hallucinations and delusions directly affects both the severity of the distress associated with a psychotic experience, and the duration of remission and a reduction in the number of hospital readmissions.³⁹

These results are complemented by Gaudiano et al., who found that despite the permanent frequency of reports on hallucinations, 55% of patients receiving ACT no longer met the criteria for post-psychotic depression; this also significantly affects the reduction of distress arising from the presence of psychotic symptoms.³⁷ The study by White showed that the condition of patients from the comparison group not receiving ACT was still meeting the criteria for post-psychotic depressive disorder during the three-month follow-up period, while in the group of patients receiving ACT this figure was only 20%.⁴⁰

The effect of ACT on psychosocial functioning and mood swings has also been examined. The results
of the study by Johns et al. showed improvements in both parameters. A significantly lower percentage of patients in the ACT group met the criteria for post-psychotic depressive disorder as compared to the control group at all stages of follow-up (during and after treatment). White et al. found that there were also considerably fewer complaints among the patients receiving ACT. Subsequent to the results of observation within three to nine months after treatment, all studies confirm sustainable improvement in functioning and emotional status; these parameters were much better than in the associated control groups.

LIMITATIONS OF AVAILABLE RESEARCH AND PROSPECTS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Five of the 13 studies included in the most relevant systematic review to date contain a reanalysis of the existing data as well as overlapping data, i.e., no new material has been collected in these studies, meaning that they are based either on the data from the follow-up period, or the existing material analysed via alternative statistical methods. It is important to note that the data from more recent studies have confirmed the results of the previous ones. The follow-up period after treatment ranged from three months to one year. Thus, there is a lack of new data meeting the most stringent criteria for research, which undoubtedly justifies the need for further and longer observations to assess the effectiveness of ACT in the longer term.

Criticism of the available studies mainly focuses on the small sample sizes and significant differences in the number of subjects from study to study, ranging from 120 to 14. In addition, a certain number of participants dropped out of certain studies, subsequently having a significant impact on sample sizes that were already small. The heterogeneity of the scales used by the researchers is also noted. In the various studies by Gaudiano et al., the parameters used for assessment of the treatment outcomes differ, making it difficult to cross-check the available data for their assessment and analysis in meta-analytical reviews.

In the studies reviewed, ACT has been used in various forms, for both a short term of two to four sessions, and for a longer term of 10–24 sessions. Due to these objective limitations, the aim of future research should be the expansion of the sampled population under study and the establishment of unified methodological instruments in both the assessment of the state and the applied statistical methods.

PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE OF USING ACT FOR PATIENTS EXPERIENCING A FIRST PSYCHOTIC EPISODE IN RUSSIA

Since 2017, ACT protocols were adapted and used in the First Psychotic Episode Clinic at Mental-health clinic No.1, named after N.A. Alexeev, as a part of treatment protocol for patients experiencing their first psychotic episode.

The ACT programme is used in an inpatient department in the format of individual consultations, in the day hospital and outpatient departments of the Clinic, and is in the form of a group therapy format (the name of the programme “Training on the development of emotional self-regulation skills”).

Further, we describe the format and content of the “Training for the development of emotional self-regulation skills” in the day hospital. This programme was formed on the basis of existing programmes developed in foreign clinics for treatment of patients experiencing their first psychotic episode.

The training consists of four sessions, with an additional session to include new participants. The group is semi-open and includes up to 12 people (an even number of participants is important, since many exercises are paired). Each session lasts one hour, including a “warm-up” at the beginning and discussion of homework at the end of the session; sessions are held twice a week.

The training uses the methods of group discussion, role play, as well as the presentation of theoretical material in the form of interactive lectures. Theoretical interactive mini-lectures are alternated with practical training of the necessary skills, namely to stay in the present moment, to notice the events of one’s inner life, separation, mindfulness, neutral self-observation, and implementation of value-oriented actions.

Session 1. Skills of being in the observer position

During this training the theoretical foundations of the concept of “psychological flexibility” are studied. It is understood as “a wide range of human capabilities — to recognize and adjust to the requirements of the situation; switch attention or change the scenario of behavior when it is required for social functioning and personal development; be conscious, open to inner
experience and realize personally meaningful goals and values through consistent behavior.”

Non-constructive ways of interacting with negative thoughts and feelings are studied; for instance, fusion and avoiding fighting. The patients also train the experience of interacting with the new position of an observer. Having taken the position of an observer, the patient can distance themselves from negative thoughts and feelings and then begin to work with them.

**Session 2. Learning to untangle from negative thoughts and their content**

This training discusses the effect of negative thoughts and feelings on an individual. Exercises are conducted with patients to separate problems that can be influenced (wash dishes, clean the apartment) and which cannot be influenced (crisis, migration, war). If external circumstances are beyond the patient's control and it is impossible to solve the problem constructively, then the patient should focus on internal work. The patient is offered the following algorithm of actions: notice a negative thought or emotion; remind yourself that this is just a thought, not a reality; to separate oneself from an unpleasant thought with the help of the proposed techniques, reducing its significance, perceiving it in a different way (for example, as a sound). The patient is invited to try to control thoughts and feelings in order to understand that it is impossible. A facilitator leads the patient to the conclusion that it is only possible to control reactions to thoughts and feelings and behavior, but not thoughts and feelings themselves. The observer position skill allows the creation of distance from, and the reduction of the negative pressure on the psyche, which in turn allows the problem to be solved.

**Session 3. Working with self-criticism and self-support**

The purpose of this training is to educate patients about the origin and function of complex experiences such as shame and self-criticism, how these experiences affect the emergence of anxious and depressive thoughts in the individual, and provoke self-stigmatization in relation to mental illness. With the help of group exercises, internal ideas are formed that an individual's negative self-perceptions entail consequences such as unwillingness to comply with drug therapy and more frequent hospitalizations. Then, together with the patients, the image of the criticizing inner voice is examined, and then transformed to an assistant in solving difficult problems and problems associated with the disease. Thus, a new image of the internal assistant is created, and algorithms for interaction with its supporting role are developed.

**Session 4. Working with values**

The group examines the concept of values, how they are formed, and where they come from. Further, a classification of values is created and those that can be implemented at this stage of the treatment (hospital, day hospital, outpatient clinic) are identified. It is important to focus patients' attention on the fact that while on treatment, they support good health, which is one of their main values. Then, a set of actions is created to realize the selected value in the “here and now” mode. Also, possible obstacles are determined, negative thoughts and emotions that can interfere with the implementation of what the patient has planned are identified. As a homework assignment, patients are asked to take actions every day to realize one of their chosen values. If negative thoughts and emotions get in the way, patients are encouraged to work with them using the exercises they learned during the training sessions.

At the outpatient treatment, the patient continues to attend the “Training for the development of emotional self-regulation skills” program. However, the format of this group is one of supportive follow-up. The group becomes open and patients can visit for an unlimited time.

Thus, at all stages of treatment at the First Psychotic Episode Clinic, patients learn to form and develop self-observation skills; develop skills of flexible response to emerging undesirable, unpleasant events of inner life (negative emotions, thoughts, beliefs, voices and hallucinations, physical sensations); expand their behavioral repertoire; form the motivation to study and follow those areas of life that are consistent with the patient's personal values; and improve their quality of life by focusing attention on positive, useful and meaningful experiences.

**CONCLUSION**

An analysis of the research devoted to the problem of the first psychotic episode and the state of psychiatric care for patients experiencing their first psychotic episode shows that this subject area is an important field of research in psychiatry and psychotherapy. The initial period of the
disease forms and predetermines its long-term prognosis and therefore in many countries this category of patients forms a separate group for which special therapeutic approaches have been developed. In Russia, the First Psychotic Episode Programme, based on the principle of step-by-step polyprofessional psychiatric care with an emphasis on outpatient care, early involvement of psychosocial therapy, and the use of new generation antipsychotics for the relief of psychotic symptoms and subsequent supportive therapy, has also been developed and tested.

Meta-analysis of the data has shown that psychological inflexibility is a contributing factor to level of distress and may be associated with the poor functioning of people with psychotic experiences. ACT considers the problem of distress associated with the psychotic experience as a lack of psychological flexibility when a person goes through any life situation using a limited repertoire of reactions. The results of randomized controlled studies show that ACT is effective at reducing the distress related to both productive symptoms and associated behavior. Moreover, the efficiency of ACT is sustainable both for the individual and the group therapy formats, in the brief therapy format, ranging from four to 24 meetings, and in inpatient and outpatient treatment. The results also indicate a decrease in the readmission rates and the improvement of patients' psychosocial functioning.

Thus, the application of acceptance and commitment therapy is justified for use within the framework of psychosocial rehabilitation for patients suffering from chronic mental disorders and patients experiencing their first psychotic episode.
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